Foundation Stage Newsletter 4th March 2021
Dear Parents and Friends of TSPS,
As I reflect over the week, I feel confident that we continue to tick off further
aspects of school development and improvement across the Primary and
Foundation Stage. These changes are focused on improving our service to our
parents and ensuring that our Sheffield students have more and better
opportunities with their learning.
This week, we have opened up five further Foundation Stage classrooms to allow
more of our younger students to attend school. It has been our pleasure to see
our young learners in school more frequently, and we are confident that this will
start to make a positive impact on their learning. Three new Learning Assistants
have also joined the Primary/Foundation phases this week to support your
children's teaching and their better pastoral welfare while in school. We have
also secured the employment of an extra UK qualified and experienced teacher
who will be working in Year 1 after Easter to allow more parents to send their
children for in-school teaching. This teacher will also support our phonics
programme across Year 1 and in FS2.
Part of my task behind the scenes is working with the broader Senior Leadership
Team to improve our school’s standard operating procedures. This week, several
new policies and routines have been introduced to the school, ensuring better
and more efficient practice. We want parents to feel confident in the education
that their children receive on a lesson by lesson basis and know that the school is
well run and well managed. The Spring Term is always the shortest term of the
year, and we are already looking towards writing your child’s end-of-term
report. Given the shortness of this term, we will be writing what we refer to as a
‘Pastoral Report,’ which will be an overview written by your child’s Form
Teacher and focused on their general development rather than specific
attainment in any subject. We will then follow this up with face-to-face online
Parent-Teacher Meetings after the Easter Holidays.

Last week we had an inspection by the Dubai Health Authority (DHA), who
looked at our current COVID safety protocols. Yesterday, we received an
excellent report from them which gives all the school community confidence
in the COVID safety of our school premises. We continue to be vigilant and
strict regarding sickness among students and staff and ask parents to keep
their children at home for distance learning if they have any concerns about
sickness symptoms that their child may be exhibiting. Staff who have any
sickness symptoms are requested to similarly not attend school. This strict
practice will allow us to feel safe for our children while they are in school and
for staff to feel safe in their working environment.
Do enjoy looking at what FS1 and FS2 have been doing this week.
David Goodwin
Vice Principal Primary and Foundation Stage

Literacy in FS1
The children continued their
learning of Red Riding hood,
using actions, special words/
phrases and a story map we
were able to retell the events.

Phonics in FS1
The children were introduced to the sounds i,
n and k . We travelled with Bertie the Boat
across the sea as she bumped into objects
starting with our key 3 sounds.

Learning Zones
in FS1

Both A and B group were welcomed in for up to four days this
week. The groups swapped zones and the continuous provision
activities remained the same for both groups gain all four
experiences.
In the construction zone, we have been using junk modelling to
create a basket for Red Riding hood to take to Grandma's house.
In the investigation zone, we have been exploring healthy and
unhealthy foods, we put the healthy foods into a basket for
Grandma.

In the creative zone, we made Get well soon cards for Grandma.
The children worked really hard to copy the phrase ‘Get Well’
and also write their names on the inside of the card.
In the role play zone, we designed our very own red capes using
various collage materials including buttons, pipe cleaners, pom
poms and much more.

Maths
in FS1

This week the children continued their learning of the five frame,
looking closely at numbers 4 and 5, children were also introduced
to a number track and taught how to link it to the five frame.

●What a fantastic week in FS2! We continued with

FS2

our Topic, Superheroes

●In the Investigation Zone, the children were
excited to make their own superheroes to test on
superhero zip lines.

●In the Creative Zone, the children listened to the
story
Supertato.
They
then
used
their
imaginations to design a Supertato of their own

●In the Construction Zone, the children looked at
artwork from the Lawrie Shabibi gallery in the
UAE. This inspired them to make superhero
transport using our junk modelling resources.

●In the Role-Play Zone, the children used their
imaginations to become superheroes and save the
day!

●In Maths, the children continued to learn about
the number track

●In Literacy, the children wrote a sentence linked
to the Hairy Bear story.

“We made new friends
and used our
imaginations to go on a
trip to far away places. We
pretended the car was a
rocket ship flying through
the sky.”

This week in FS2 we
have really enjoyed all
things superhero. We
have been superheroes
saving people in our
class, we have drawn our
own superheroes and we
have designed our own
Supertato that we will
make. We also made our
own superhero rockets!

In FS2 maths in play, we built
Rapunzel’s tower and different
ways to save her using 3D
objects!

We designed
our own
superheroes
to put into
our
superhero
vehicles!

Creating our own superhero in FS2

We have been investigating how superheroes fly
down a zip line and how we can make them go faster.
We had two different zip lines, one rough and one
smooth. We also tried changing the size and weight of
the superhero!

